Guide to Common
Volunteer-Led
Stewardship Activities

Thriving and empowered volunteer stewardship communities can make a “day
and night difference” to nature preserves. With training and mentoring from
qualified experts, many volunteers can take on highly skilled stewardship and
leadership roles. While many of the stewardship activities in this guide are
accessible to new volunteers, they are always led by trained, expert stewards –
whether staff or volunteer. Some tasks may require specialized trainings and
certifications that Friends facilitates. New volunteers can contribute
importantly to the restoration of a site under careful leadership. Through a
work-learn-lead model, leaders guide and train volunteers at each workday,
acknowledging that guided hands-on training is the best type of learning.
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Clearing Invasive Brush
What
Invasive trees and shrubs are cut by volunteers, lopped and sawed into smaller pieces,
piled in a well-constructed brush pile, and burned on site. Fire safety is reviewed
throughout the workday, and local fire department and police department are always
informed in advance. Volunteers are trained in safe brush pile construction and tool use.
Brush pile placement is chosen according to wind direction and speed. Stumps are left at
a height of no more than 2” and herbicide-licensed volunteers will apply cut-stump
herbicide treatment to prevent regrowth.

How
Loppers, handsaws, leather gloves, plastic goggles (optional), herbicide.

When
Principally in October through April.

Below: One volunteer uses a hand saw to cut
the trunk, while the other pushes to help
guide the tree’s fall in the right direction.

Above: Volunteers use loppers to cut the
branches of this downed buckthorn tree into
six-foot lengths to build a well-constructed
brush pile.
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Right: A wellconstructed brush
pile: branches are
placed in parallel to
encourage oxygen
flow for a fast burn,
and to keep the pile
compact, secure, and
safe.

Left: Herbiciding - stump treatment method. This
volunteer is a certified herbicide applicator. Toward the
end of the workday, he applies herbicide to the stumps
of brush that has been cleared, to minimize the chance
of resprouts.

Right: Targeting smaller brush, these
volunteers team up - one with loppers, the
other with an herbicide bucket and wand
to ensure that no stump goes untreated.
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Weed Control
What
Techniques may differ with the species of invasive and the season. Volunteers may handpull invasive plants and dispose of them by composting or in garbage bags. If seeds have
matured, it’s important not to spread them. Herbicide-licensed volunteers may use handwicking or hand-spraying methods to apply herbicide to plants that are best controlled
by herbicide. Volunteer leaders guide and train volunteers in correct plant identification
and preferred control methods.

How
Garbage bags to collect pulled weeds, herbicide, hand-sprayers.

When
Principally in April through August.
*Note: Herbicide applied by trained volunteers uses methods that minimize herbicide
drift and target individual plants.
Right: A licensed and expertly trained volunteer
steward uses a backpack herbicide sprayer to manage
crown vetch. Herbicide is dyed blue so that applicators
can ensure effective coverage on every leaf.

Left: Amidst all that green, volunteers learn
how to identify and remove invasive species.
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Controlled Burns
What
A trained volunteer burn crew follows the direction of a certified burn boss to burn a
portion of the site. The fire burns within the boundaries created by prepared fire breaks.
Members of burn crew are positioned to keep fire breaks secure. Controlled burns are
conducted on days when weather conditions are optimal for effectiveness and to
minimize smoke problems.

How
Rakes, flappers, proper clothing,
water backpacks, drip torch
(optional), a mower for creating
firebreaks if needed.

When
When the weather conditions are
optimal – typically late fall or
early spring.

Right: Crew members monitor the fire as it
controls invasives and prepares the
ecosystem for new growth.

Left: This crew
member rakes away
fuel to secure the
break.
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Seed Gathering
What
Volunteer leaders guide and train groups of volunteers in identifying plants with needed
ripe seeds. Volunteers collect seed as approved, without removing too much or
damaging sensitive vegetation. All seed collected is stored properly at a designated,
unheated location (garages or sheds can work well) to be hand-processed during the fall
(also by volunteers). Volunteers typically plant seed on site in the late fall or winter
months.

How
Paper bags of various sizes (grocery
bags and paper lunch bags work well),
clippers (optional), wooden-framed
screens for processing.

When
June through October.

Above: Volunteers of all ages learn to identify and
gather precious seeds.

Right: Seed gatherers in action!
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Above: Seeds that cling together are “prepped” for planting by rubbing through screens or
other means of separating them before they can be broadcast.

Below: Volunteer stewards may broadcast seed in areas that have been recently cleared of
brush and invasive species. Different mixes (including more “conservative” species) may be
broadcast in areas that are further along in the restoration process. In this photo, volunteers
are broadcasting seed on an area that was recently burned.
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